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    This paper deals with all postage stamps world-wide depicting erustaceans that were
issued during the period from 1870 to 1997. We have tried to make the check list as complete
as possible, Scientific names of the species are given with special considerations of the
taxonomy and biogeography, To date, I089 stamps showing 318 taxa, identified to species or
genus level, have been issued by 202 countries, regions and organizations,
    Keywords:Postagestamp,Crustacea
Entroduction
    Great Britain modernized the postal system and issued the first postage stamp in May of 1840.
Priortothen,apostalratewashand-writtenontheoutsidepageofitemsofmail;envelopeswerenot
in common use. The first stamps, bore the likeness of Queen Victoria, were black in color, and cost
opg penn¥. InevitaPly they syerp called. "Penny Blacks". Subsequent issues included two pence blties,
penny red-browns and shilling greens.
    Thesg. ij..rst stampp, were the 1,nodel for gvery iatgr stamp issuing. coypf.ry. Most of these early
postage devices bore the images of kings, queens, or other statesman. Great Britain continued to use
exclusively the portrait of its monafchs until 1912 when a composite of King George V apd "Britannia
                      tt tt ttt tt ttRules the Way,es" was issued. The United States used hand-stamped envelopes until 1845, when the
State of New Ybrk issued the first President stamp, showing a portrait of George Washington. France
featured an image of the god C6res in 1849. Japan displayed a pair of dragons flanking a value
character in 1871, and China showed the Imperial Dragon in l878. Since then, themes of ali kinds
have become cormnon as subjects on postage devicg.s, Stamps now .sbgw fauna, flora, sportfi, scenery,
                                                                  'ships, planes and vehicles, especially automobiles and trains which are in eyer increasing use.
 ' CrustaceansfirstappearedonstampsofaRussianlocalmaiiservicein1870(Holthuis,1967).
Since then, over l,OOO stamps, the majority showing shrimp, lobsters and crabs, have been issued
world-wide. The number of such stamps has increased drastically since the l960s. Currently more
than 50 new stamps with crustaceans as themes are issued annually ('Ittble 1).
'iT`¥O,lliYXi{Il.ll"li'l[ie,l'},,Si'SY)Oi/r-S.he,rile,SihllikiO.".a.",2.EbcP.okfg}g･m.M.i;i,aht.o,",tsju,liTokyoi98-8477･Japan (MJg(zbgreJit
'2 National Museum of Natural History, P, O. Box 95l7, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands ()t- 7 tz
  yNvewt,.ptvaigffri)
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Table 1. Number of postage stamps depicting crustaceans as themes in each decade from 1870 to 1997.
    When postage stamps of the same figure and face value were issued, both as an ordinary stamp
    and as a souvenir sheet or miniature sheet, only the stamps of the first category were coun,ted.




























    Postage stamps depicting crustaceans can be diyided roughly into fiye categories. 1. Those that
                                                     '                    'asmainthemeshowjustoneortwospecieswhichcanbeidentifiedinmanycasestogenusorspecies.
2. Those in which the crustaceans are of secondary importance to the main theme, and, while appearing
relatively small, often may be recognized to genus or species. 3. Those in which the pictures are
meant to represent large inclusive groups (crabs, lobster, etc.), not particular species. Some were
                                                                                 'issued for "Day of Food", environmental protection, or promotion of export of marine products.
                           'Some figures include crustacean characters in cartoons. 4. Those showing crustaceans in crests or
coats of arms. Many or these may be identifiable to species when origins of the ornament are
investigated.5.Thoseusedassymbolsfbrcancercontrolorrepresentingpartofthezodiacconstellation.
                                                'In both cases the figures are often highly stylized and do not indicate special species.
         '    While it would be ideal for philatelists to be able to identify every crustacean shown on postage
stamps, thisi'ban not be achieved. Using only the artist's renditions, which often are distorted or
                                                  'stylized, an accurate identification, can not be made of some of the crustaceans on stamps. Even
                '                                      'when carefully drawn, some figuresi are impossible to identify without additional infbrmation on life
stage, locality, habitat, or economic importance. Some figures such as appear on a number of stamps
from Gabon, Nevis & Anguilla, Palau, St. Christopher, 'fanzania and Viet Nam are particularly dicacult
to identify when depicting species are not known to occur in the issuing country.
    This is the first most complete check lists of postage stamps world-wide depicting crustaceans
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that were issued during the period from 1870 to 1997.
    We wish to dedicate this publipation to Dr. 'Ibshimitsu Odawara in commemoration of his 80th
anniversary and express our sincere appreciation to his wholehearted participation in carcinological
studies in Japan.
Materia]s amad Methods ,
    Fortunately, fbr taxonomists of crustaceans who have seen actual specimens of the species
represented on the postage stamp and have accumulated considerable experience in classifying them,
it is sometimes possible to recognize certain species intuitively. Since a crustacean shown on a stamp
is usually representative of the region of the country of issue, the species in question often can be
supposed. A scientific name andlor local name are sometimes accompanies the image on a stamp, and
to some extent this provides clues. However, often the scientific names are incorrect and/or misspelled,
and more than once the name and the picture have.not matched. It usually is best to depend upon
intuition or experience of the taxonomist, when trying to identify the species shown. We have consulted
a great number of taxonomists all over the world and have enlisted their help and experience in
identifying species with which we are unfamiliar, so as to confirm our identifications.
    The names of taxa are presented according to the fbllovving criteria:
1. When the identity ofa species is evident, regardless of the names presented on the stamps, we use
  .the correct scientific names.
2. When we could not decide upon the true identity ofa particular species on a stamp, we accepted
   the names, when given, as correct.
3. If the names of species are not givefi on the postage stamps, but the sources of the figures are
   known, we have depended on those sources.
4. When the figures are stylized and the names of species are not given on the stamps, we have given
   tentative names based on circumstantial evidence (e.g. Iocality, cormnon occurrence, corrunercial
   importance).
5. When a species is compietely unidentifiable, we have tried to indicate family or genus names.
Results
    As the result, we have identified 318 taxa at species or genus level. These can be classified into
12 orders of the crustacean ciasses Branchiopoda, Maxillopoda and Malacostraca. Most are shrimp,
lobster, hermit crab and crab. The family names of these crustaceans and their systematic positions
are shown in Fig. 1. 'Ilible 2 is a list of species or genus that we were able to identify. The most
popular species on postage stamp are Planulirus argus (25), Euphausia superba (14), Birgus latro
(13), Cbrpilius maculatus (12), Astacus astacus (12) and Stenopus hispidus (11). The above numbers
in parentheses after the species names give the number ofcountries and regions having stamps depicting
each of these species.
    Some representative postage stamps are shown in Figs, 2 to 41. Figure 42 shows the Russian
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                /
stamp issued in 1870, 1879 and 1891. ' '
     The total number of countries, regions, or organizations that are known to us to have issued
stamps with crustaceans is presently 202. ･We have excluded the stamps of Ajman after 1973, Batum,
Bernera Islands, Pabay, Staffa, Stroma, etc. that are not decreed legal for postage by the issuing
countries. Some stamps may be local ones issued fbr domestic use only, and others may be called
"philatelic fabrications" as they have been issued purely for collectors of topical stamps. These are
often neither approved by the Universal Postal Union nor included in the main postage stamp catalogues
such as Scott, Stanley Gibbons and Yvert et rlbllier.' The stamps issued by Veejegonsk in- Russia are
included in the list, however, beeause of their significance as the earliest stamps on which crustaceans
appeared. Souvenir sheets of stamps or miniature sheets of stamps depicting crustaceans on the
marginalpartofthesheet,butnotonthepostagestampitself,arealsoexcluded:*3 ' ' ･
     In the check list (rfable 3), we have given'the following infbrmation on the stamps: 1. country,
region or organization; 2. year of issUe; 3. name or description of the subject; 4. Scott Catal6gue
number from the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue 1999 (Anonymous 1998a); 5. face value
(i.e. denomination);' 6. type of the figure (see below); 7. figure number in this paper. We used, in
principle, the modern English names of the countries, most being those giveri in the Seott catalogue
and arr;anged alphabetically. lf a name differs from the country name shown on a stamp, the illustrated
name is listed also, but without a separate number, and provided only with a cross reference to the
name used here. Some names on the stamps may be unfamiliar to readers or are no longer in use.
'However, such names may relate to the past history of the countries and, moreover, make the philatelist's
work with postage stamp catalogues easier. For items that are not listed in the Scott catalogue but are
fbund in other postage stamp catalogues, we listed the latter catalogues under the fbllowing abbreviations
and number: MK means Minkus catalogue (Anonymous 1974), SG means Stariley Gibbons catalogue
(1998b) and YT means YVert et 'Iellier catalogue (1998c). In column 6, the type of the figure is
classified as fo11ows: A, postage stamps with well identifiable species as the main theme (category 1
of p.3); B, postage stamps with crustaceans as a secondary theme, most often shown in the background
(category 2); C, others (categories 3, 4 and 5).
     There are a few publications dealing with crustaceans on postage stamps written by phiiatelists
and specialists in taxonomy. These include Anonymous (1986 "s 1992), Anonymous (1992), Bearse
(1975), Holthuis (1967) and Omori (1985). But the more complete check lists have been compiled by
A. Bearse within a series. of his reports (1979, 1988 and 1991).
     In total, I089 postage stamps are-listed in the present paper. Among them 24 stamps were issued
only as souvenier sheets or miniature sheets, or were re-issued as such. Since these sheets have the
same figures and face values as the original, ordinary issue, they are not counted in Tlable l. A few
possibly approprtate stamps are unavailable to the authors. Whether or not these few stamps actually
depict crustaceans have not been confu:med, We indicate them in [fable 3, with the abbreviation (n,s.),
*' 6ei:rnany, DDR (l978) Astacus astacus on labeJ strip between two stamps (Fig.11-16) is included
  in Table 3, but not counted as a stamp,
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meaning not seen by us. On the other hand, we have encountered recently a set of 16 stamps entitled
"Crustacea from Libya" from Libya. The year of issue of,this set has' not been confirmed as yet.
Therefbre, we excluded these stamps-from rfables 1 and 2, but cited them as "add. 11' at the end of
    Several stamps raise questions either from taxonomical or zoogeographical points･Qfview. We
include them in 'Ibble 3 with numbers in parentheses and add remarks as fbllows:
(1)Miysisrelicta(Aland1997](Fig.2-2) ･
       The figure is not drawn correctly. The specimen has characteristics both of the female's
    marsupium and of the male's 4th pleopod, Such an abnormal specimen may exist, but rarely,
    and it is almost impossible to have been chosen as the object in this stamp.
(2) Panulirusargus (Aldemey1993] (Fig.16-4)
       This stamp says Palinurus elephas which is the only spiny lobster found in Alderney. The
    very good figure on the stamp, however, clearly shows the West Indian Panulirus argus. The
    characteristic color and color pattern of the rostral horns, abdominal somites and telsop of P.
    ai:gus are well shown and they make it impossible to identify the figure as P. elephas.
(3) Euphausiasupe,ha (Australia1954] (Fig.4-9)
       The drawing on this stamp is mediocre, but Dr. D. E. Hurley of the New Zealand
    Oceanographic Institute in Wellington, New Zealand, in a letter of 20 June 1967, informed us
    that the figure on this stamp is, according to an Australian Post Office release, Euphausia
    superba.
(4) Ubavomeris (Australia1973] (Fig.36-20)
       ThefigureisclearlybasedonthefigureofUlvomerisonthecoverof"AustralianCrustaceans
    in Colour" by Healy & Yaldwyn (1970).
(5) Amaryllissp. (Australia1984] (Fig.3--3)
       According to Dr. J. K. Lowry of the Australian Museum, this species is not Amaryllis
    macrophthalmusMaswellbutanewspeciesthathewilldescribeelsewhere. ,
(6) Oqypodesp. KBarbados1985] (Fig.36-6)
       The name on the stamp, Oc>Lpode quadrapa, is clearly a misspelling of O. guadrata, the
    correct name for the only species of this genus occurring on the Atlantic coast of the Americas.
    The drawing is poor, but apparently it is not O. quadrata as that species does not have stylets on
    the eyes. These stylets are fbund in other species of the genus and are most characteristric in the
    lndo-West Pacific O. ceiutophthatmus. We guess that this is a bad figure of O. ceratophthalmus
    or a related species.
(7) Litopenaeusvannamei KEcuador1986] (Fig.6-6)
       Neither the rostrum nor the pereiopods of the'figures on these two stamps (10 and 35 S) are
    penaeid-like. The figure most nearly resembles an Alpheus without the large legs although it
    seems to be best to list it under Litopenaeus vannamei,･being the name given on the stamp.
(8) Sesanmasp, KFlji1991] (Fig.35-9)
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   A crab on the stamp is indicated as Metopograpsus messor (Forsktu), a species which is fbund
exclusively in the Red Sea and adjacent regions, certainly not in Flji. Most of the old records of
ML messor from the rest of the Indo-West Pacific area can not be trusted. Moreover, the figure
is not Metopograpsus but seems to be a species of Sesarma sp. (s.1.). The old genus Sesarrna has
been split into numerous smaller genera. When the taxonomy of Sesarma becomes clearer, it
might be possible to assign this species to its correct genus.
Mojacrispata&Pagurussp.{FrenchPolynesia1991](Fig.24-4) '
   This stamp (50F) and that on the souvenir sheet (250F) show a reproduction of a plate firom
an old book which we have been unable to locate. The various species on the plate are all from
the Mediterranean or Atlantic coast of France.
Jasuspaulensis KFrenchSouthern&AntarcticTerritoriesl992] (Figs.13-6&13-8)
   The s'tylized spiny lobster in coat of arms shown on various stamps of French Southern &
Antarctic Territories is .lasus paulensis, which is commercially exploited in the region. The
species is restricted to St. Paul and Arnsterdam Islands in the southern Indian Ocean. The
largest specimen ever recorded has a total body length of 37 cm (Holthuis, 1991).
Scutellidium ?digitatus, with Protozoa. {French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1990]
   We could not identify the species of Harpacticoida from the Kerguelen for a long time.
Recently, however, Dr. R. Huys of the British Natural History Museum, London, suggested to
us that this animal belongs to the genus Scuteltidium which occurs wideiy in the Southem
Hemisphere. He indicated that among the three species so far recorded from Kerguelen, if he
had to choose one which most closely resembles the species on the stamp, he would probably
select S. digitatus, but with reservation. The Chonotricha (Protozoa) that is shown attached to
the swimming leg seems to be a member of Cycliophora, a new phylum that is probably one of
the smallest metazoans known (Dr. T. Schram, Univ. of Oslo, personal communication).
Palaemonelegans (Gambia1990] (Fig.8-17)
   Among five shrimp species fished in shallow waters in the region (Holthuis 1980), Qnly two,
Penaeus kerathurus and Palaemon etegans show color bands on the abdomen. The latter has the
bands very narrow which resemble those of the figure on the stamp. Judging by the figure the
shrimp is quite small. The total length of Palaemon, elegans is about 6 cm, much smaller than
Penaeus, kerathurus.
Chionoecetesqpilio KGreenland1993] (Fig.23-16)
   When first issued this stamp had the specific name printed in mirror image "Chionoecetes
oiliqo", but it was corrected later.
Neopetrolisthesmaculatus (Grenada1997] (Fig.22-l8)
   This is not a West Indian species. Ali sPecies of the genus Neopetrolistes occur only in the
Indo-West Pacific. According to most authors (e.g., Miyake, 1978), AJeqpetrotisthes ohshimaijs
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are smaller and more equal in size than in AL ohshimai. Dr. M. Osawa of the Tokyo University
of Fisheries suggests that color of the spots may also be different, i. e. red in IVI ohshimai, but
purple in AL macutatus, although the color and size of the spots of N: maculatus holotype is
unknowfi. Based on these characteristics we identified the picture of the present stamp as N.
maculatus, whereas that of Malaysia is AL ohshimai, not NL maculatus.
Bythograea thermydron fl KGuyana 1996] (Fig. 26-3)
    Since the particular ecosystem around submarine thermal vents was only recently discovered,
crabs of7 species of 4 genera belonging to the family Bythograeidae have been described as
new to science. It is impossible to identify the hydro-thermal vent crab on the stamp, but we
assign this to B. thermydron that occurs on the Galapagos Rift, as it is the first recorded and best
studied species.'
?Cardisoma carnijiex ZMauritius 1985] (Fig. 41-15)
    The figure of crabs are not clear on the stamp, but it is taken from the title page of F. Leguat's
(1708) "De gevaarlyke en zeldzame Reyzen van den Heere Frangois Leguat (1708, Utrecht)". In
 l708 it was also published in French ("Voyage et avantures de Frangois Leguat & de ses
compagnons...) and English ("A new Voyage to the East Indies...); the French text being the
original. In the river there are 5 crabs. Notwithstanding the fact that they are figured in a stream,
probably the land crab Cardisoma carnijlax is meant. This is the only crab species discussed at




    The figure on the stamp is taken from pl. 8 fig. 1 of Jacquinot's (1842 fi-･ 53) atlas of the
 Crustacea in J.-B. Hombron & H. Jacquinot, "Voyage au'P61e Sud et dans 1'Oc6anie sur les
                                                                             + corvettes 1'Astrolabe et la Z616e". It was shown there as Peltarion magellanicus Jacquinot,
 1847?, ajunior synonym of Peltarion spinulosum. The species is South American and has been
 reported from Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and the Falkland Islands.'
 [Ltlceteschinensis KNorthKorea1977} (Fig.6-14)
    The figure is poor. The long rostrum with a dorsal elevation at the base and two larger
 chelipeds directed fbrward agree with the shrimp lixopalaemon carinicaudn (Holthuis, 1950).
 However, because of the long antennae we assigned it to Acetes chinensis which is commercially
 expleited in the country.
Pontellinaplumata {Portugai1997] (Fig.2-5)
    This copepod's figure is printed in mirror-image. In all species' of the genus, the right
 antennule is modified into a grasping organ.
Aristaeqpsisedwambiana (Senegal1992] (Fig.6-12)
    The French name "Crevette geante" is usually given to Aristaeqpsis in the area. The figure
 on the stamp, however, looks more like a Penaeus as the rostrum shows 5 dorsal teeth, while
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Aristaeopsis has only 3. But as no Penaeus has this sort of reddish color, Aristaeopsis
edwarztyiana seems an acceptable identification, if one takes into account that the figure is poor.
Panulirusangus KSeychelles1978] (Fig.6-8) ,
   The'coloration of the tail fan with the black posterior band, the dark band over the basis and
red and pale bands in between is typical for the Caribbean species Panulirus argus, Also the
stripedlegs,theratheru'nifbrmcolourofthebodywiththepairoflargereyeLspotsonthesecond
andsixthabdominalsomites,andapairofsmallerspotsonthesomites･inbetween,indicatethat
the drawing on the stamp is made after P. at:gus, which does not occur in Seychelles.
Ucasp. XSolomonlsland1993] (Fig.36-5) .
   This is written as "Ocypode saratan", but is distinctly a species of UCa. Crabs･ of the genus
Uba can be easily distinguished from Ocypode by the slender eyes and the male's extremely 1arge
cheliped of either right or left side. They occur mainly in estuaries and mangrove swamps
influenced with'brackish water, whereas Oc)tpode are rnore abundant on sandy beach. The crab
figured on the St. Lucia stamp of 1981 as Uba mojor (Fig. 35-15) is probably not that species in
which the fingers of the chelipeds are much higher. Although we can not say with certainly
what species it really is, it might be Uba pugncut.
Astacusleptodactylus KTanzania1994] (Fig.12-3) ･
   As none of the stamps in the 1994 Tanzania Crqstacea series belongs to the fauna of Tanzania
(Astacus leptoductylus is from East Europe and Turkey ;･ Eriocheir sinensis from China and West
Europe;CbncerpagurusfrornWestEurope;Cbntisomaguanhumifi;omtheWestIndies;Bitlgus
latro from the Indo-West Pacific, but not from East Africa; Menippe mercenaria from Atlantic
America; Dromia personata from the Mediterranean and East Atlantic; dallinectes sapidus from
Atlantic America) and･ as the figure is such that one can nQt definitely identify the species, we
accepted the name given on the stamp.
Panutirus argus in coat of'arms KTurks & Caicos Islands 1966, 67, 70, 71, 73, 79, 81 and 88]
(FigS. 15-12&15-17) ,
   Thestylizedspinylobsterincoatofarmsshownop'variousstampsofTurks&CaicosIsiands
can conveniently be identified as Panutirus argus, that being the most common and economically
important species of the area, ･
Panutirussp.(VietNam1965andl974](Fig.17-16) ,
   These two stamps are shown as Palinurusjaponicus (probably a misspelling of Pantzlirus
J'qponicus), but the color of20 Xu and figure ofID are peculiar. Most probably, Panulirus
jqponicus does not occur in Viet Nam (Holthuis, 1991).
Astacusastacus KVietNaml991] (Fig.Il-17)
   This species is European and is supposedly not found in Viet Nam. The same series of the
stamps, of which most figures are poor, seem to eontain other Europeart species sttch as lklinuius
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    Shrimp, Iobster and crab are greatly appreciated for their taste. They are especially liked in
Japan and U.S.A., and there is always great demand for them on the international trade market todaY
At present Japan imports about l70,OOO tons ofcrustaceans annually from more-than 90 countries. In
addition, there are a number ofunique, local fisheries for particular species in Japan. Contribution's
of these resources are considerable not only to the ecbnomy but also for the ethnic fbod culture in the
country.'rf pical examples are the mysid Nebtaysis intennedia (Czerniavsky), the euphausiid Euphausia
pacijica Hansen, the sergestid shrimp Set;gia lucens (Hansen), the glass shrimp Pbsiphaea J'crponica
Omori and the pandalid Pandal"s latirostris Rathbun. The world's 1argest crab Macrocheira kaemllferi
(CI]emminck) occurs only on the Pacific coasts of Japan. Furthermore#he JaPanese were first to
develop aquaculture ofpenaeid shrimp such as Maruspenaeusjqponicus to today's level and they
have "exported" the technology around the world. Indeed it can be said that Japan is the "Country of
Crustacea". Regardless ofthis, it is disappointing that there are almost no Japanese postage stamps
depicting crustaceans. Special measure should be considered to remedy this.
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Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from 1870 to 1997
Table 2. Crustaceans on postage stamps: Index to taxa identified to species or genus level.
    Issuing countries and regions are indicated by their numbers in Table 3. Incorre¢t and/or
    misspelled expressions of species name on postage stamps are indicated in parentheses after the
    country/ region number.



























Potlicipes pollicipes (Gmelin, 1790)
rFAMILYLEPADIDAE]








162 (as MiteUa poUicipes)
162








Squilla mantis (Linnaeus, 1758)




122 (as Lt}]siesquilla maculata)
67, 199
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Antarcttirus signiensis Whjte, 1979
[FAMILYIDOTEIDAE]
GlyptonotusantarcticusEights,1853






















Cutnetla limicola Sars, l879 29
[ORDER EUPHAUSIACEA]
rFAMJLY EUPHAUSIJDAEI










Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from1870･to 1997
(FAMILY PENAEIDAEI
lhtfontepenaeus notialis Perez Farfante, 1989
Fenneropenaeus chinensis (Osbeck, 1765)
Fenneropenaeus indicus (H. Milne Edwards, 1837)
Fenneropenaeus metguiensis (De Man, 1888)
? Fenneropenaeus sp,
Litopenaeusoccidentalis(Streets,1871)
Litopenaeus schmitti (Burkenroad, 1936)
Litopenaeussetijlerus(Linnaeus,1767)





Penaeus tnenodon Fabricius, 1798







                             tLRhynchocinetesdurbanensisGordon,1936




Hymenocera picta Dana, 1852
[FAMILYCAMPYLONOTIDAE]





Mactvbtuchium tnacrobrachion (Herklots, 1851)
Macrobrachiumnipponense(DeHaan,1849)
Macrobrachitanrosenbergii(DeMan,1879)
Mdcrobtachium zariquieyi Holthuis, 1949
Macrohtuchium sp,
Nematopataemonhastatus(Aurivillius,1898)
Palaemon coflinis H, Milne Edwards, 1837
Palaemon elesans Rathke, 1837
Palaemon serrattts (Pennant, 1777)
Periclimenes brevicarpalis (Schenkel, 1902)
PerictinteneshotthuisiBruce,1969




Synaipheus neomeris (De Man, 1888)
i
'
21, 51, 71 (as Penaeus, duoturum), 132, 162
(as P, duorarum)
402 , l22, 197 ･2 , 178
l28
l39 (as Penacus o.)
130
88 (as Pandatus borealis)














l28 (as H, etegans)
63
51,158(asMacrobrachiutn)
17 (as Metapenaeus tnonoceros)
67 (as Macrobiuchium), l25
107
41 188 ,7, e,91,143,178
157
128,178











Makoto Omori and Lipke B.Holthuis
{FAMILY HIPPOLYTIDAE]





Pandalus berealis Kr¢yer, 1838
Plesionika sp.
(FAMILY CRANGONIDAE]
Crangon septemspinosa Say, 18l8
[FAMILY NEPHROPIDAE]






IVbphrops norvegicus (Linnaeus, 1758)
IFAMILY ASTACIDAEI




Astacus colchicus Kessler, 1878















Et),oneicus alberti Bouyier, 1905
PolychelesperarmatusHolthuis,1952
[FAMILY PALINURIDAE]
Jasus edwardsii (Hutton, 1875)
Jasus.frontatis(H,MilneEdwards,1837)
Jlrisus lalandii (H, Milne Edwards, 1837)
Jbsuspaulensis(HeJJer,l862)
JasustristaniHolthuis,l963
Justitia iongiinanus (H. Milne Edwards, 1837)
Patinurus charlestoni Forest & Postel, 1964
PalinurusdelagoaeBarnard,1926
Palinuruselephas(Fabricius,I787)







81 (as A, caecus)
34,156,192

































Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from1870 to 1997





Panulirus interruptus (Randall, 1840)
PanulirusJ'(u)onicus(VonSiebold,1824)
Panulirus laevicaucia (Latreille, 1817)
Panuliruslongipes(A.MilneEdwards,1868)
Panulirusernatus(Fabricius,1790)
Panulirus pascuensis Reed, 1959
Panuliruspenicillatus(Olivier,1791)
Panuliruspolyphagus(Herbst,l793)




Evibac"s princeps S, I, Smith, 1869
Parribacus antarcticus (Lund, 1793),
Parribacus caledonicus Holthuis, 1960
Scyllarides aequinoctatis (Lund, l793)
Scyttarides latus (Latreille, 1802)
ScyUaridesnodijiar(Stimpson,1866)
ScyllaridesobtususHolthuis,1993





Birgus latro (Linnaeus, 1758)
Coenobita brevimanus Dana 1852                   iCoenobitacC}peatus(Herbst,1791)
Coenobita pertatus H, Milne Edwards, 1837
Coenobita rugosus H, Milne Edwards, 1837
(FAMILY DIOGENIDAE]
Anicutus ursus (Olivier, 1811)
Calcintiselegans(H,MilneEdwards,1836)
Clibanarius humilis Dana 1852                  }Dartlanusarrosor(Herbst,1796)
Daidanttsguttatus(Olivier,1811)
Dardanusmegistos(Herbst,1804)
Dardantis venosus (H. Milne Edwards, l848)
Paguristes cadenati Forest, 1954
Paguristesgra),iBenedict,1901
Petrochirus diogenes (Linnaeus, 17S8)


















197 (as Palinurus sp,)
33, 35, 116, 162
46,61,1i2,126,128,l87











26, 42, 44, 67, 103, 1IS, l34,
187,202
42 (as C, brevimana), l66
69 (as Pagurus sp.)
67







l3, 26, l64, I66, 180, 187, 202
10, l9, 20, 37, 80
18
37(asCalcinustibicen),120








Makoto Omori and Lipke B.Holthuis
PagttrusprideauxLeach,181S
Pagurussp,




Lithodes santolla (MoliRa, 1782)












Petrolisthes monodi Chace, l956
(FAMILY DROMIIDAEI
Dromia personata (Linnaeus, 1758)
Drotnidiopsis edvvatziSi Rathbun, 19I9
[FAMILY RANINIDAEI
Lo,reidustridentatusDeHaan,1841





Cattmpa gatloides Stimpson, 1859
Calappa granulata (Linnaeus, 1758)
Catampa rubroguttata Herklots, l851
Matuta planipes Fabricius, 1798
Mursia musorstomia Galil 1993                   '                        ,[FAMILY LEUCOSIIDAE]




Huenia heraldica (De Haan, 1837)
Hyas atuneus (Linnaeus, 1758)
HyascoarctatusLeach,1815
Mticrocheira kaentplferi (Temminck, 1836)
Mag'acrispataRisso,1827
























187 (as N ohshimai)
(as N. maculatus)




178 (as Matuta L)
128
80





81 (as P, punctata)
79, 135
63











l32 (as Moja squinado)
- 18 -
Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from-1870 to1997




Parthenope valicia De Haan, 1839
[FAMILY ATELECYCLIDAE]
?Atelecyclttsundecimdentatus(Herbst,1783)
Eritnacrus isenbeckii (Brandt, 1848)
Pettarionspinutosun;(White,1843)
[FAMILY CANCIUDAE]















Ovalipes punctattts (De Haan, 1833)
Portttnusgranulatus(H,MilneEdwards,1834)






Scylla serrata (Forskal, 1775)
71riatamitoidesquadridensA,MilneEdwards,
CFAMILY BYTHOGRAEIDAEI






Baptozius vinosus (H, Milne Edwards, 1834)
Eriphia sebana (Shaw & Nodder, 1803)


















132 (as C, guinquedens)
5, 29 (as C, mediterraneus)
101 124   '

















8, 10, 19, 20, 27, 51
138









(as C coralintts), 56, 80,･ 81,
1051l2, 126, 160,166, l87,
- 19 -
Makoto Omori and Lipke B.Holthuis
7?'apezia cytnodoce (Herbst, 1801)
71rapezia forruginea Latreille, 1825
7?'cuJeziaguttataRtippell,1830




Etisus laevimanus Randall 1840                   'Etisus splendidus Rathbun, 1906
HOmalaspis plana (H, Milne Edwards, 1834)
Liagore rubromacutata (De Haan, 1835)
Lophozoaymuspictor(Fabricius,179g)










Cardisoma hirtipes Dana, 1851
Cardisoma longipes (A. Milne Edwards, 1873)
Gecarcinus lagostoma H, Milne Edwards, 1837
Gecarcinus lateralis (de Fr6minville, 1835)




Eriocheir sinensis H, Milne Edwards, 1853
Geogmpsttscrinipes(Dana,185l)






Leptograpsus variegatus (Fabricius, 1793)





Plagusia chabrus (Linnaeus, 17S8)



















































64 (as Metopogtzrpsus messor)




Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from1870 to 1997
Potamonfluviatile(Herbst,1785)
rvmiphusasirikit(Naiyanetr,1992)
77iaipotatnon chulabhoni Naiyanetr, 1993
IFAMILY PARAT[HELPHUSIDAE]
lrmengaizliaJ'ehnsoniNg&Yang,1985
Patuthelphusa reticulata Ng, 1989
(FAMILY PSEUDOTHELPHUSIDAE]






Oopode cordimana Latreille, 1818
Oc>pode cursor (Linnaeus, 1758)
Ocypode gaudichaudii H. Milne Edwards & Lucas, 1843




Uca coarctata (H, Milne Edwards, 1852)
Ucacrassipes(Adams&White,1848)
Uca lactea (De Haan, 1835)
Ucapugilator(Bosc,1802)
Uca pugnex (S, L Smith, 1870)
Uba tangeri (Eydoux, 1835)
Uca tetragonon (Herbst, 1790)
Uca thayeri Rathbun, 1900
Uba vocans (Linnaeus, 1758)










42, 44, 77, 151, 166, 187, 202
42
75
50 (as O, sp,)
8,81,159
18 (as O, quadmpa), 167
135
ag




155 (as U, mojor), 159
71 (as U, pugilator)
117, l40, 166, 202
27
197 (as UL marionis)
13
64, 1l2 (as U. uca), 166 (as Ocypode satutan)
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Makoto Omori and Lipke B. Holthuis




1 AFARS & ISSAS






































              1970
               1970
               1992
ALGERIE (seeALGERIA)
ANGUILLA (BRITISH) 1967
               1968
               1969
               1969
               1969
               1970
               i970
               1970
               1970
               1970
               1970
               1970
               1970
               I970
               1970
               197e
               1970
HERMIT CRAI ,LEFIr SIDE
PORTUNID CRAB & OCYPODID CRAB, LEFT SIDE
HERMITCRAB,AS386
PORTUNIDCRAB,LEFTSIDEOFSHELLDESIGN
PORTUNID CRAB, AS 383
STYLIZEDCRAB,CANCERCONTROL
STYLIZED CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD
STYLIZED CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD
STYLIZED CRAB, SIGN OF ZODIAC
STYLIZED CRAB, AS MK. 615 ON SIS
SMALLCANCRIDCRABONGROUND (n,s,)
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFI] MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFI' MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFI' MARGIN OF MSH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFT MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFI' MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEew MARGIN OF FISH STAMP
STYLIZED CRAB IN LEFI' MARGIN OF FISH STAMP










HERMIT CRAB, WITH SEA ANEMONE & STARFISH
Panulirusargus
HERMIT CRAB, AS 28, OVPTD "INDEPENDENCE"




































































































































































Crustaceans on Postage Starnps from 1870 to 1997
9 ANTIGUA



















    "ABOLITION OF SLAVERY"
1985 Pantttirus'argus,AS476,OVPTD


































































Cherax sp., WITH BOYS
Euphausia superba, AUSTRALI'A/ USSR JOINT ISSUE
Euphausia strperba, AS 1183 ON SIS
Euphausia superba, AS 1l83a, OVPTD "NZ 1990"
Euphausia superba
Euphausia superba, KRILL & PENGUINS
STYLIZED LOBSTER, ROSE & ZODIAC
STYLIZED LOBSTER, ROSE & ZODIAC
















































































































































































  (see also ANTIGUA
 & BARBUDA)
20BELIZE





























Panulirus argus, AS 329, PERF, l4 1/2 × 14
Panulirusargus '
Panutirus ai:gus, AS 502 ON S/S
Lysmata amboinensis, LOWER MARGIN
OFTHESTAMPONSIS
Panulirus argus, FAO SUSTAINABLE FISHING
?Stenopushispidus,CLEANINGMOUTHOFBIGFISH･
STYLIZED LOBSTER, COPERNICUS
STYLIZED LOBSTER, AS 61
Mtzctvbrachium rosenbetgii




Macrobrachium rosenber:gii, TRADE PRODUCTS
STYLIZED CRAB, FIGHT AGAINST CANCER
Panulirus argus
Ucapugilator
Uca pugilator, AS 280, WMK. SIDEWAYS
PanulirusaJ:gus,AS268,WMK.SIDEWAYS
Stenorhynchus seticonnis
Stenorhynchus seticornis, AS 535 ON S/S
Paguristes cadenati
0c>pode sp.















    Dardanus venosus, AS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 1275,
    OVPTDrtBARBUDA"
1990Panulirusargus,ASANTI6UA&BARBUDA1276, ll04'
    OVIrliD `,BARBUDA"
1990I,ysmatawurdemanni,ASANTIGUA&BARBUDA 1I08
    1280, OVPTD "BARBUDA"
1990Catlpitiuscorallinus,ASANTIGUA&BARBUDA 1109
    1281,OVIrl'D "BARBUDA"
l995Hbplometopusantillensis,ASANTIGUA& l512i
    BARBUDA1806i,OVIYIiD'`BARBUDA"
1995Hqplometopusantillensis,TAIL,ASANTIGUA& IS12g
    BARBUDA 1806g, OVPTD "BARBUDA"
1982CarpiliuscoraUinus,INDEPENDENCE 6471982 Stenopushispidus 6501982 Scyllarus depressus, ON S/S 652
1983Panulirusaigus,COMMONWEALTHDAY 6681984 Dardanusvenosus 7041984 Carpiliuscorallinus 7081984CarpiliuscoraUinus,AS708,OVPTD 716
    `LVISIT OF ARCHBISHOP"
1985CZirpiliuscoraUinus,AS708,OVPTD 762c
















































































































































































































Hoptqparia sp,, CRETACEOUS FOSSIL
Euphausia superba, BIOMASS EMBLEM
Euphausia superba
Panulirusargus





Birgus latro, WITH COCONUT
Bir:gus latro, TWO CRABS
Birgus latro
Panulirusargus





Aratus pisonii, AS 376, OVIYI'D "OFFICIAL"





Stenorhynchus seticornis, ON S/S
Fenneropenaeus indicus & E metlguiensis
SMALL SHRIMP OR LOBSTER & ANCHOR ON COIN














































































































































































































  (see also TURKS &










   BLeCKOF4STAMPS
1983 Panulirusargus,WITHQUEENCONCH
1960 ･PENAEID SHRIMP AS NIGERIA 88,




























    AS453,WMK,384
1980 ?BARNACLESONMANGROVEROOT,
















































- CENTRAFRICAINE, REP,38 CENTRAL AFRICA, C57  REP.OF ･ STYLIZEDCRAB&GLOBE,FIGHTA6 INSTCANCERC91















































































































  PEOPLE'S REP, OF






































































































SANTA CLAUS & TIDE POOL
Gecarcoidea natalis & Cardisoma hirtipes,
SANTACLAUS&TRUMPET

























































































































































































Makoto Omori and Lipke B. Holthuis
43 CISKEI




    SANTA CLAUS ON SLEDGE
l984 Callianassakraussi
-･COMORES,ARCHIPELDES46COMORO l965
47 CONGO, DEMOCRATIC 1997
 REP,OF 1997                 l997
48CONGO,PEOPLE'S 1966

























    ANTI-CANCER
1996 CRAB,ISLADEPROVIDENCIA
   (see COMORO)
    Panulirus yersicolor
    Homarus gammarus
    Pagurus bernhardus
 Cancerpagurus














WITH PORTRAIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH
Catlpitiusmaculatus,ASl064,WITHBUFFBORDER
AS 1064, OVPTD "O,H,M,S,"
STYLIZEDCRAB,CANCERCONGRESS
STYLIZED CRAB, AS C498
STYLIZED CRAB, AS C498




(see IVORY COAST, REP. OF)
    1938 SMALL CRAB, LEFIi BOTTOM BORDER, P. & M. CURIE
    1938 SMALL CRAB, LEFr BO[IVIrOM BORDER, P. & M, CURIE
    l968 Faijlantepenaeusnotialis,TRAWLER
    1969 Petrochirusdiogenes
    1969 Stenopushispidus
   1969 Panutirusargus
   1969 Callinectessapidus

















































































































































































- DANMARK (see DENMARK)
- DDR (see GERMANY,DDR,)
54DENMARK 1984- DEUTSCHE (seeGERMANY)
55DJIBOUTI,REP,OF 1977
  (see also AFARS & ISSAS)
                 l977








Panulirus argus, FISHING BOAT'






CRAB, EUROPEAN CANCER YEAR
















   ORTUNIDCRAB,ASAFARS&ISSAS387,OVIYII) 442
    `LREP, DJIBOUTI"
 ASAFARS&ISSAS388,OVIrl"D"REP.DJIBOUTI" 444
   HERMITCRAB,ASAFARS&ISSAS389,OVIYI"D 445
    "REP. DJIBOUTI"1977 Ucalactea 4641973 Guinotiadentata 368l973 Gecarcinus ruricola 369
1973 AS368&369ONSIS,WITH2OTHERSTAMPS1975 Panulirusargus 4641976 HERMITCRAB 5131976 HERMITCRAB 5141976 HERMITCRAB 5151976 HERMITCRAB 5161976 HERMITCRAB 5171976 HERMITCRAB 518l976 HERMITCRAB 5191978 Panulirusargus,AS464,OVrrD"INDEPENDENCE" 594
1991SEBASTIANTHELOBSTER,DISNEY'S l348
    `LLI[l'I]LEMERMAID"
1991SEBASTIANTHELOBSTER,DISNEY'S 1350
    L`LI[E'I"LE MERMAID"
l992 Carpitiuscorallinus 1478j1992 Cinetorhynchusrigens. I478k1992 Stenorhynchusseticornis I479n
1953CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,CARMINE RA151954CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRAI5, RA18




















































































































Mak6to Omori and Lipke-B: Holthuis
- DDR KOREA
58 DUBAI (U, A. E,)
59 ECUADOR
      l97i CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRA18,'YELLOWGREEN
      1972'CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRAI8,･ORANGE
      1973' CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA l8,
         DATE REDRAWN, OLIVE GREEN
      1974 CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRA18,ORANGE
      1975 CRAB,SEIU)ENT&SWORD,ASRAI8,ADDED
         "l975",VIOLET --･･
      1976 CRAB, SERPENT & SWORD, AS RA18, ADDED
         `L1976",GREEN
      1978 CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRAI8,ADDED
         "1977",LILACROSE
      l980 CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRA15,ADDED
         "1980",VIOLET & DARK PURPLE
      1982 CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRA15,ADDED         "l981",DEEPBLUE '      l983 CRAB,SERPENT&SWORD,ASRA15,ADDED











 GUINEA, REP. OF
62ERITREA 1995- ESPANA (seeSPAIN)
63FALKLAND 1983 ISLANDS 1984 (BRITISH) 1984
                1984
                1984
                1984
                1994
                l994
                1994
                1994
                1994









































Uca sp., CAUGHT BY KINGFISHER, ON SIS
Uca'sp,,AS711ONSXS,OVPTD"JAKARTA'95"






























































































































































  GERMANY, DDR)
74GERMANY,DDR
 (see also GERMANY)
75 GHANA




























































Mcu'a crispata & Pagurus sp,, PHILA NIPPON




Euphausia superba, AS 112




Scutetlidium ?digitatus, WITH PROTOZOA
Jasus paulensis, ON COAT OF ARMS
Jasus paulensis, ON COAT OF ARMS
lasuspautensis,ONCOATOFARMS




















Cryptotepas rhachianecti ON GRAY WHALE, ON M/S
Astacus colchicus, ON M/S OF 16 STAMPS
CRAYFISHCLAW,ONM/SOF16STAMPS
Astacuscolchicus,ONM/SOF16STAMPS
TINY LOBSTER, QUADRANT OF CIRCLE






















































































































































































































































1990 Mithrax spinosissimus, ON SIS
1990 Persephonamediterranea,ONS/S
1995 Carpitiuscorallinus
- GR¢NLAND (seeGREENLAND)82GUERNSEY 1995Homarusgammarus&Palaemonserratus,
  (BRITISH)- FACEMADEOFMARINEORGANISMS
83GUINEA-BISSAU 1990CRAB,TEXTILEMANUFAC[l'URING


































































































































































































Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from 187e to 1997
- GUINEE (seeGUINEA)
85GUYANA 1993STYLIZEDCRAB,CANCER,SIGNOFTHEZODIAC
                l996 Bythograea thermydron, WITH GIANTTUBE WORMS
                1996 Bythograeathermydron,
                   wrnUwoERWATERVEMCLE















HONGKONG 1990              1990ICELAND 1971              1985IFNI (MOROCCO) 1954
              1954INDIA l979              1981
INDONESIA 1963
              1983
              1987
              1988
              1992
              1992IRAN 1976IRAQ 1980              1980




- ITALIA (see ITALY)
97 ITALY
98 IVORY COAST,





























STYLIZED CRAB, YAYASAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION B232
SHRIMP,wrTHFISHINGCARGOSHIP 1343
STYLIZED CRAB, YAYASAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION B234
STYLIZEDCRAB,YAYASANMEDICALASSOCIATIONB235
STYLIZEDCRAB,IMPALEDBYSWORD 1913CRABCLAWS,WORLDHEALTHDAY 962CRABCLAWS,WORLDHEAL:IIHDAY 963CRABCLAWS,WORLDHEALTHDAY 964Nephrops norvegicus 528
        ,Pagurusprideaux 598
  STYLIZEDCRAB,BETAALPHATEMPLEMOSAIC












1969 Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas,
   MARGINAL DESIGN
1969 Homarusgammarus&Carcinustnaenas,
   MARGINAL DESIGN
l969 Homarusgamtnarus & Carcinus maenas,





























































































































































































'Homarus gamtnarus & Cbrcinus maenas, AS 7, DCML 40
Hbmarusgatnmarus&･Carcinusmaenas,AS7,DCML41
Homarus gammarus & Carcinus maenas, AS 7, DCML 42









































































































                l996
                1996
                1996
                1996
104KOREA ･ 1997105KUWAIT 1966                1966
                1970
                1970
                1972
                1972
                1972･
                1997･
                1997
                1997
                1997
                1997
                1997
           ,･ 1997
                1997
                l997
                1997              t
                1997
                l997
                l997
                l997
                l997




                1981
I08LIECHTENSTEIN 1976
                1977
I09LUXEMBOURG･･ 1966
110MADAGASCAR 1994
Crustaceans o'n Postage Stamps from 1870 to 1997
Etisussplendidus '' 692Lophozozymuspictor ･'･'693･Carpiliusmaculatus ･ 694'''Lissocarcinus orbicutaris '･･ 695Cambaroidessimilis ' 1861Carpiliusmaculatus&SHRIMP,FAO '335
Carpiliusmaculatus&SHRIMP,FAO ' ' 336
STYLIZEDCRAB,W.H,O,DAY,ANTI-CANCER 502
STYLIZEDCRAB,W,H.O,DAY,ANTI-CANCER i'i. 503



















Penaeussetnisulcatus,ABLOCKOFTHESHEET 1368mOF16STAMPS.･/ ･･Penaeussemisulcatus,ABLOCKOFTHESHEET l368n
OF l6 STAMPS
Penaeussemisulcatus,ABLOCKOFTHESHEET ･'1368o





BUT SMALLER,34 × 20mmAstacus astacus 583STYLIZEDCRAYHSH,CANCER,SIGNOFTHEZODIAC 600




























































































      1994 Stenopushispidus
      1994 Dardanusguttatus
      1994 Aniculusursus
(see MADAGASCAR)








































    Ciyptolepas rhachianecti on GREY WHALE, ON M/S
   STYLIZED CRAB, ANTI-CANCER
    ?Atelecyclusundecimdentatus,SI6NOFTHEZODIAC186
    PanulirusJ'aponicus&Marsupenaeusjaponicus, MK.441
   HIROSHIGE'S PAINTING
1971PanutirusJ'aponicus&Marsupenaeusjaponicus, -
    AS MK,441 ON M/S
- MAROC (seeMOROCCO)


























































































  REP,OF 1964Panulirusregius






















Zosimus aeneus, AS 340 WMK,314 UPRIGHT




CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE
CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE, AS 1782
CARIDEAN SHRIMP, TOURISM CAMPECHE, AS 1782
(see MOZAMBIQUE)
    1964 Macrocheira kaemlijleri
    1975 STYLIZEDCRAB,ANTI-CANCER
    1981 Dardanusarrosor, WITHSEA-ANEMONE
        Catliactisparasitica
    1985 CRAB&LOBSTER
    1994 Palinuruselephas,GRANDCORDOND'OR

























































































  NEW GUINEA
127 NEVIS



































































Palinurus delagoae, AS 79l SURCHARGED
Miyakeanepa,AS792SURCHARGED
.Miyakea nepa, AS 792 SURCHARGED
STYLIZEDCRAB'SCLAWS,ANTI-CANCER
STYLIZEDCRAB,FIGHTAGAINSTCANCER
SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE
SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE
SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE
SWORD IN SPOTLIGHTED CRAB & MICROSCOPE




STYLIZED CRAB, SURREALISTIC CUBISM
STYLIZED CRAB, SURREALISTIC CUBISM
SKEWERED CRAB UNDER LENS, ANTI-CANCER
LOBSTER, SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, BIRTHDAY CAKE







Palinurus etephas & Necora puber,
AS ST,CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS-ANGUILLA 363,
OVPTDBARSCOVER"ST.









Sesarma cinereum, ON SIS
Grapsus grapsus, ON S/S
Astacus astacus, RUBENS' PAINTING
`LTHEFEASTOFACHELOUS"























































































































































































































































? Fenneropenaeus sp,, KOREAN CUISINE
Mursiamusorstomia- ･ ,
Macrobrachium sp., FOLK ART
CRAB, PROMOTION OF SCIENCE
CRAB,BOY&GIRLATROCKPOOL
ASB111ONM/SWITHB109
Jasus edwardsii, SEA FOODS ON BOOKLET PANE








Panulirus argus & Litopenaeus schmitti,･
FISHERY SCENE
SPINY LOBSTER; TOURISM


















Birgus latro, UGA HUNTING '
Birgus latro, AS 188, SURCHARGED
Birgus tatro, AS t88, AIR POST STAMP





































































































































































































































284(see AUSTRIA) ,･ 1968'STYLIZEDCRAB,SWORD&ATOM,ANTI-CANCER' 247
 1979WARRIORBA[['I'LINGGIANTSPIDERCRAB, ･･499
     ANTI-CANCER
 l983CRAB,LOBSTER&SHRIMP,WORLDFOODDAY 598
 1986Caltinectessapidus,AMERIPEX'86, - 1031
     SHEET OF 4e STAMPS
 1986 Panulirusargus,AMERIPEX'86,SHEETOF40STAMPS 103k
 1986 Caltinectessapidus,INTERNATIONALYEAROFPEACE109
 l987 Alpheus sp,, WITH GOBY 178 1987 Dromidiopsisedwardsi 179 1987Stenopushispidus,SYMBIOSIS '182 1993 Chaceongranulatus ･･314a 1993 Aristaeopsisedwardsiana 314b 1993Heterocatpusensijbr ' 314c 1993Heterocarpustaevigatus - 314d l993 MYTHICALGIANTCRAB, ･ 318a
     CLAW CLUTCHING SWIMMER 1993 MYTHICALGIANTCRAB 318f 1995Caipitiuscoratlinus,BLOCKOF4STAMPS 373c
 1995STYLIZEDCRAB,MELCHIOR,CHRISTMAS 382b
 1995STYLIZEDCRAB,CASPAR,CHRISTMAS 382c 1965Litopenaeusoccidentatis ' C339 1976 Evibacusprinceps 549 l976Mithraxspinosissimus,ONSIS･ 553
 1982'Cheraxpapuanus,PROTEINFOODS 563 1995 Zosimusaeneus '885 1995 Cardisomacarnijlex 886 1995 Ucatetragonon 887 1995 Eriphiasebana 888 I972Eriphiaverrucosa,DURER'SPAINTING 1464 1997 Euphausiasuperba 1169 1970 CRAB,STABILESCULPI'URE,ALEXANDERCALDER 1062
 1970 CRAB,STABILESCULF,IiURE,ALEXANDERCALDER 1063




                1987 Euphausiasuperba







































































































































Makoto Omori and Lipke B. Holthuis













   (see also ST, KITI'S,




  (see also ST,
  CHRISTOPHER-


















Portunus trituherculatus & Ovalipes punctatus
Liocarcinushotsatus,SIGNOFTHEZODIAC






















  ST, PIERRE & MIQUELON 1995




                 1973
                 1986
                 1986
1961 Jastts tristani, AS TRISTAN DA CUNHA 46,




1980 Palinurus elephas & Necora puber,
    AS ST,CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS-ANGUILLA 363,
    OVPTD "ST, KIT'I]S,,
1980 AS31OVIptTD`COFHCIAV'
1984 lysmata wurdemanni
1984 1{ysmata wurdemanni, AS 141 OVPTD `'OFFICIAL"
1981 Ucapugnax
   Cancerborealis
   Homarusamericanus
   Macrobrachium zariquieyi, TRAP FISHING





























































































































































Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from 1870 to 1997
IS9 ST. VINCENT
  GRENADINES




































































































































































































































































































AS 746 ON SIS, HONG KONG STAMP EXHIBITION
OcJpode sp., WITH COCOTIER (TREE>
Homarus gammarus, F. D, OERDER'S PAINTING
Euphausia superba, PLANKTON AND KRILL
Euphausiasuperba,AS14,DCML -･
170･SOUTH GEORGIA &
  SOUTH SANDWICH
  ISLANDS
  (SOUTH GEORGIA)
171 SOUTHWESTAFRICA1983 .Jasuslalandii
                1983 ･Jasus talandii, ROCK LOBSTER CATCHING
                1983 Jasus latandii, LANGUSTEN VERPACKUNG
172SPAIN l979Austropotamobiuspallipes
                                          '       1980 ?Gatathea sp,,TAPIZDELACREACION,}vUS
                1988 Homalusgatnmaivs,PAELLADISH
173SRILANKA 1986Ucalactea
- SSSR (seeUSSR)

















Euphausia superba, BIOLOGICAL STATION & KRILL
Euphausia superba, CHINSTRAP PENGUIN FEEDING


















































































































































Macrobrachiutn rosenbergii 780Fenneropenaeus merguiensis 781Panulirus ornattts ･ 782Penaeus monodon 783Ashtoretlunaris 877Matuta planipes 878Portunus pelagicus 879Scylla serrata s80･STYLIZEDSHRIMP&CRAB 923RED CRAB & Macrobrachium sp,, WORLD FOOD DAY 975
CRAB&SHRIMP,CHILD'SDRAWING 1434CRAB, CHILD'S DRAWING 1436HERMITCRAB,WITHTHECORALFaviapatlida 1506









































Crustaceans'on Postage Stamps from 1870 to 1997
                 1994' Phricotetphusa limuta
                1994 Thaipotamonchulabhorn
                1994 Phricotelphusasirindhorn
                1994 71iaiphusasirikit
                1994 AS 1575 -- 1578 ON S/S
                 1994 AS 1575 -- 1578 ON SIS,PHILA KOREA
             '179TOKELAU 1986Birgustatro
  (NEW ZEALAND)
180TONGA 1984Dardanusmegistos
                 1984 Birguslatro
                19g4 Dardanttsmegistos,AS567,OVPTD"OFFICIAL"
                 1984 Birguslatro,AS577,OVPTD"OFFICIAL"
                 1986 Birgustatro,AS567,SURCHARGED
                    & OVPTD `LOFFICIAL]'
                 l986 Birgustatro,AS577,SURCHARGED
                    & OVIYI'D "OFFICIAL"
                 1986 Birguslatro,AS567,SELF-ADHESIVE
                1986 Birgttstatro,AS577,SELF-ADHESIVE
                 1988 Dardanusmegistos,AS567,REDRAWN
                1989 Birguslatro,AS577,REDRAWN
                 1992 Dardanetsmegistos,AS567,REVALUED
                l994 Birguslatro,AS577,REVALUED
                l996 Birguslatro,AS881,REPRINTED
                1996 Birguslatro,AS921,OVPTD"OFFICIAL']
181TRANSKEI 1989Panulirushomarus
   (SOUTH AFRICA)
182 TRINIDAD&TOBAGO1982 CRAB,FOLKSTORY
                 1983 Aristaeomoilphafoliacea
183 TRISTANDACUNHA 1954 Jasus tristani
   (BRITISH) 1960Jasustristani
                1961 Jasttstristani,AS33,DCML
                1970 Jasustristani,FISHING
                 1970 Jasustristani,WORKERSINPROCESSPLANT
                 l970 Jasustristani,FISHING
                1970 Jasus tristani, WORKERS IN PROCESS PLANT
                i978 Jastts tristani, SILVERJUBILEE, S/S OF2STRIPS
184TUNISIA l965STYLIZEDCRABABOVEHORSE
                    ON CARTHAGINIAN COIN
                1965 STYLIZEDCRABABOVEHORSE
                    ON CARTHAGINIAN COIN
                 1965 STYLIZEDCRABABOVEHORSE




TURKEY 1972              l987
              l997
TURKS&CAICOS 1957
ISLANDS (BRITISH) 1966
              1967
              1967
              1968
              1968
              1968
STYLIZEDCRAB,FIGHTAGAINSTCANCER
CRABS, INTERNATIONAL CHEMOTHERAPY CONGRESS
STYLIZED CRAB, ANTI- CANCER
Panutirusargus
Panulirus argus IN COAT OF ARMS
Panutirtts argus, CRAWFISH INDUSTRY
PanulirusargusINCOATOFARMS
Panutirusargus,HUMANRIGHTS

























































































































































































































AS l70, SURCHARGED DCML
Panulirus argus & CONCH ON COAT OF ARMS
Panuiirus argus & CONCH ON COAT OF ARMS
CRAWFISH INDUSTRY, AS 167, NEW DCML
PanulirusargusINCOATOFARMS
Panutirus argus IN COAT OF ARMS
Panutirusargus,SILVERWEDDINGISSUE
Panulirus argus, SILVER WEDDING ISSUE
PanulirusargusINCOATOFARMS

















PanulirusarguslNCOATOFARMS,BICYCLING 3S8CRAB,DISNEYCARTOON 406PanutirusarguslNCOATOFARMS, 396
NEW & OLD SEALS (n, s,)
PanutirusargusINCOATOFARMS,ISLANDFLAG
CRAB,DISNEYCARTOON
CRAB, DISNEY CARTOON, AS 695 ON S/S
PanutirusargusINCOATOFARMS
?Bythograea,HYDRO-THERMALVENTCRAB
Eriphia sebana, CRAB ON NEW COIN
Birgus tatro, WITH MAP









HERMIT CRAB, GREENHOUSE EFFECT
CRAB, GREENHOUSE EFFECT
AS 649 & 651 ON SIS
Eriocheirsinensis,QIBAISHI'SPAINTING
Macrobrachium nipponense, QI BAISHI'S PAINTING
ON SIS
Cancerpagurus,PINCHINGFATLADY'STOE
MAN GRAPPLIN6 GIANT STYLIZED CRAB
MAN GRAPPLING GIANT STYLIZED CRAB
Pagui'"s bei-nhai'dus, OCEAN BO[IWTOM
Callinectes sapidus, ANNAPOLIS TERCENTENARY
Procatnbarusclarkii,LOUISIANAEXPO
Homarus americanus



























































































































































Crustaceans on Postage Stamps from･1870 to 1997
195 USSR
   (see also RUSSIA)
196 VANUATU
197 VIET NAM
198 VIET- NAM CONG HOA








































    CRAYMSH,AGRICULTVRE&INDUSTRY
    Lt>,siosquiltina macutata
1981 dysiosquiltinatnacutata,





    (SEYCHELLES)]981
             1983
              1984
             1984
             1984
             1984
             1990
             1990
             1992ILIBYA ?              ?
              ?
              ?
Patinurus sp,
Patinurus etephas
LOBSTER CLAW, ?Homarus sp., ANTI-CANCER
































































































































































































































Pilumnus hirtellus (Linnaeus, 1761) XANTHIDAE
Pagurus excavatus (Herbst, 1791) [as R alatus]
PAGURIDAE
Macropodia tongirostris (Fabricius, 1775)































m. p, r.･･･mmlmum postage rate
M/S･･･Miniature sheet




PERF 13 l12･･'Perforation gauge of size 13 1/2
SG･･･Stanley Gibbons catalogue number
S/S,,･Souveniersheet
U. A. E･･･United Arab Emirates
UNWMK･･･Unwatermarked
WMK･･･Water mark
YK･･･Yvert et Tellier catalogue number
B, C, L, O, RA･･tPrefix letters of catalogue number denote categories ofs
     air post (C) and official (O) in the Scott's catalogue.
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Figure 2. Some representative postage stamps depicting crustaceans otherthan Decapoda (1).
1. Artemia salina, 2. C:alanus fumafichicus, 3. Rhincalanus gigas & Pfinaeuchaeta antaretica, 4. Plaraeuchaeta
antarctica, 5. Pbntellina plumata, 6. Scutellidium ?digitatus, 7. Clyclops strenuus, 8. Pollicipes pollicipes, 9.
Lepas anatifera, IO. Lepas austnaiis, 11. Austromagabalanus psittacus, 12. Balanus crenatus, 13. Cl:}{ptolepas
riiachianecti, 14. Squilla mantis, 15. Miyakea nepa, 16 and 17. L,>tsiosquillina n]aculata (Scale × O.86)
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Figure 3. Some representative postage stamps depicting crustaceans other than Decapoda(2).
1. Antarctomysis maxima, 2. IL{lysis ielictn & Stiduria entomon, 3. Amatyllis sp., 4. Iipimeria monodon, S.
Bovalliii gigantea, 6. Ganimarus arduus, 7. 0rchestia gammarellus, 8. Rariithemisto gaudichaudii, 9. Porcellio
scaber, tO. Annadillidium tabacarui, 11. Asellus aquaticus, l2. Antarcturus signiensis, 13. Ceratoserolis
trilobitoides, 14. Gb,ptonotus antarcticus, 15. R'ontoserolis pagenstecheri, 16. Monolistra spinosissima, 17.
Cumella limicola (Scale XO.86)
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Figure 4.Some representative postage stamps depicting crustaceans other than Decapoda <3).
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Figure 5. Some representative postage stamps depicting Decapoda crustaceans. Penaeidae.
1.MetapenaeusJ'q}meri, 2. Rarapenaeus longirostris, 3. Ilenneiepenaeus chinensis, 4. Fbnneivpenaeus indicus
and E mei;guiensis, 5 and 6. Fbnneropenaeus indicus, 7. Melicertus kerathurus, 8. Rrnneropenaeus
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Figure 6. Penaeidae, Aristeidae, Sergestidae, Xiphocarididae and Gnathophyllidae.
1. Rirtlintepenaeus notialis, 2. Litopentteus occidentalis, 3. I'enaeus semisulcatus, 4. Litopentieus setiferus, 5
and 6. Litopenaeus viinnamei, 7 "- 9. Aristaeomorpha foliacen, 10 --- l3. Atistaeopsis ediviiidsiiina, 14. ? Acetes
chinensis, 15. H>,menocerii pictH, 16. Xiphocaiis elongata (Scale XO.86)
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Figure 7. Stenopodidae, Rhynchocinetidae, Campylonotidae and Alpheidae.
1 -`- 11. Stenopus hispidus, 12 -L l4. Cinetorhynchus rigens, 15. RhJtnchocinetes durbanensis, 16.
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Figure 8. Palaemonidae.
1and 2. A4acrobiachium careinus, 3. A{lacrobrachium equidens, 4 and 5. Mkicrobrachiuni kiL 6. Macrobiiachium
maciobnachion, 7-v9. Mhcrobnichium nipponense, 10N14. IVfaciobnichium rosenbergii, 15. Mlactobrachinin
zaiiquicyi, 16. IVematopalaemon hastatus, 17, Ilalaemon elagiins, 18. Palaenion semitus (Scale × O.86)
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Figure 9. Palaemonidae and Pandalidae.
1. Ralaemon aMiiis, 2 and 3. Ilericlimenes brevicarpalis, 4, Periclimenes pedersoni, 5. Rericlimenes holthuisi,
6 and 7. L)tsmata ivui'demiinni. 8 and 9. Lysmata timboinensis, 1O. S>,niilpheus neomeris, 11. Alpheus sp., 12.
Aiphetis bellulus, 13. Heterociirpus ensit'er, 14. Heterocarpus laevigatus, 15. Pandiilus borealis, 16. IVesionika
sp. (Scale XO.86)
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1. Acanthiictiris caeca, 2. Homarus im]ericanus & Cltvmgon septemspinosa, 3 and 4. Honiarus iimericanus, 5 --
IO. Homarus ganiniarus, 1i. Homarus giimn]arus & Cancerpii.otu'us, 12. Homarus giimmarus & Palaeinon
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Figure 11. Nephropidae and Astacidae.
1. Hbploparia sp., 2. Metanephrops binghanii, 3-"--6. Nl)phrops norvqgicus, 7. Ralaemon seiratus, Nephrops
norvcrgicus& Homarusgatnmarus, 8-`-19.Astacusastacus (Scale ×O.86)
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Figure 12. Astacidae, Carnbaridae, Parastacidae,
    Palinuridae.
1 and 2. Astacus colchicus, 3 and 4. Astacus leptodaco,lus, 5.
claiikii, 7. C:amb}uoides similis, 8. C:iieriix piipuitnus, 9.
antillensis, 12. Hbplometopus callistus, 13. aiilianassa kiiaussi,
alberti, 16. Palinurussp. (Scale XO.86)
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Enoplom topidae, Callianassidae, Polychelidae and
       Austiepotamobius pa lipes, 6. Prociimbarus
 C:f]en x commun s, 10. C:iieinx sp., 11. HOplometoptis
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Figure 13. Palinuridae.
1 and 2. .insus edivardsii, 3 '- 5. Jasus frontalis, 6 -- 9. Jasus paulensis, 1O. Jhsus lalandii,
16 and 17. Jtistitia longimanus, 18. Ralinurus delagoae (Scale X O.86)
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Figure 16. Palinuridae.
1 --- 9. Rinulirus argus, 1O. Panulirus echinatus, 11 and 12. Ranulirus guttatus,
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Figure 17. Palinuridae.
1 and 2. Panulirusjiiponicus, 3. Rfmtilirus lnevicauda, 4 ttnd 5. Ranulirus Iongipes, 6-s- 8. Ilanulirus oniatus, 9.
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Figure 19. Scyllaridae and Diogenidae.
1. Scyllarus depressus, 2. Scylliirus iiretus, 3. Aniculus uisus, 4. C:alcinus elegans, 5. Clibanarius humilis, 6.
Dardanus an'osot; 7. Dardanus guttiitus, 8--14. Dardanus me.aistos, 15s-18. Dardanus venosus (Scale ×
O.86)
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Figure 20. Diogenidae, Coenobitidae and Paguridae.
1. Raguristes cadenati, 2 and 3. I]laguristes gniyi, 4 and 5. Retrochirus diqgenes, 6. 7)iizopagunis strigattis, 7.
Coenobitn cblpeatus, 8N10. Cbenobita bievimanus, 11. thenobita periatus, 12. Coenobita rtrgosus, 13e- 15.
Ilagurus ben]hardus, 16. Rfigurus piideaux, l7. PIylopaguiopsis magnimanus, 18. Rrgurus sp. (Scale ×O.86)
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Figure 22. Coenobitidae, Lithodidae, Galatheidae and Porcellanidae.
1. Bir.uus ltttro, 2. Lithodes mun'aJri, 3. Lithodes tlerox, 4 and 5. Lithodes sitntollii, 6. Lithodes tun'itus, 7.
Neolithodes griniaidii, 8 and 9. Paraiithodes bievipes, 10 Emd 11. Paralithodes camtschatica, 12. Paralon]is
gi'anulosa, 13. Munida gre.oiu'ita, 14. Munidopsis sp., 15. Ptrtrolisthes monodi, 16. Neopetrolisthes ohshimai, 17
and 18. Neopetrolisthes maculatus (Scale XO,86)
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Figure 23. Raninidae, Dromiidae, Calappidae, Leucosiidae and Majidae.
1. Lyieidus tridentiitus, 2"s"4. Ranina ranina, 5. Dromiii personata, 6. Dromidiopsis edivaidsi, 7. Ashtoret
lunatis, 8. C:fdappa calappa, 9. C:alappa f]iimmea, 10. thIappa galloides, 11. thlappa gninulata, 12. Ciilappa
rubroguttata, 13. Miituta planipes, 14. Muisia musorstomiii, 15. Persephona meditennnea, 16 and 17.
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Figure 24. Majidae.
1. Euny,poditis latt'eillii, 2. Htienia hei'iiklicii, 3. Macrocheira kiiempt'eri, 4. Ade!ia ci'ispata &
A4a.iii squiniido, 10. A4ithrnculus tbrceps, 11. Mithntculus sculptus, 12-L15. Mithrax
Rochiniii ciirpenteri, 17. 0xJ(pleurodon orbiculatus, 18. PIiitymain alcocki (Scale × O.86)
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Figure 25. Majidae, Parthenopidae, Atelecyclidae and Cancridae.
1. Schizophi),s aspera, 2s-5. Stenorhynchtis seticotnis, 6. Parthenope lon.oimanus, 7.
? Atelecyclus undecimdentattts, 9. Erimacrus isenbeckii, 10. Peltarion spinulosum, 11.
16. Cnncerpngurus, 17. Qmcersetosus (Scale XO.86)
17
Parthenope italid , 8.
Clancer bo ealis, 12 N-
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Figure 26. Geryonidae, Bythograeidae and Portunidae.
1. Ci]iiceon .ariinulatus, 2. or)aceon mtiritae, 3. Bythagniea thenilj,(hon, 4. ?BJithqgniea sp., 5 and 6. CEuvinus
iiestuarii, 7. Ctireinus maenas, 8. Cltillinectes aninicola,9'L15. C:allinectes sapidus (Scale ×O.86)
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1. Rfilinurus elephas & Necora puber, 2 and 3. Necorit pube4 4. Liocarcinus holsatus, 5. Charybdis bimaculata,
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Figure 28. Portunidae and Menippidae.
I. Portunus sayi, 2. Portunus sebae, 3. Portunus trituberculatus & Ovalipes punctatus, 4. Portunus
trituberculatus, 5. Sanquerus validus, 6'L10. Scylla serrtita, 11. T7]alamitoides quadridens, 12. Baptozius
vinosus, 13 -'-15. Eriphiii sebana, 16 and 17. Eriphia verrucosn (Scale XO.86)
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Figure 30. Caipiliidae and Menippidae.
1s-5. Cfupilius macukitus, 6 and 7. A4enippe meiveniuia, 8. 7letraliii nigiolineata, 9. Thfipezia aieolata, 10.
7)'iipezi,a cyniodoce, i1. [iZrapeziit t-en`u.oinea, 12. [IlnEipeziii guttata, 13. Il;apezia ruilrptmctnta, 14. Ater.oatis
t]oiidus, 15. Ater.oatis subclentattis, 16. Etisus laevimtmus, 17. Hbmalaspis plana, 18. Liagoie i'ubi'omaculata
(Scale XO.86)
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Figure 31. Xanthidae, Potamidae and Parathelphusidae.
1-"-3. Etisus spIendidus, 4'L7. Lophozo4,nius picto4 8. Lqphozoaymus pulchellus, 9. lybia tessellata, 10.
Alodius areolatus, 11. Pknypodiella .creoigei, 12. Rlaijpodiella spectabilis, 13 and 14. Zbsimus aeneus, 15.
fohofia siilgapoiensis, 16. 77}aipotrtnion chulahhom 17. Pbtamon fluviatiie, 18. 77miphusi? sitikit (Scale ×
O.86)
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Figure 32. Parathelphusidae, Pseudothelphusidae and Gecat'cinidae.
1. hinengardiii johnsoni, 2. Parathelphusa reticulata, 3. 6tiinotia dentata, 4. Phricotelphusa limula, 5.
Phricotelphusa sirindhorn, 6nL8. Cardisoma arniatum, 9N12. Ctirdisomn cnrnifex, 13N17. Cardisoma
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Figure 33. Gecarcinidae and Grapsidae.
1 rL 6. Gecarcinus lagostoma, 7. Gecarcinus Iateralis, 8 's- 11. Gecarcinus ruricola, 12 N 17.
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iN3. En'ocheir sinensis, 4 and 5. Geogi?'ipsus ginyi, 6. Goniopsis cruentnta, 7. Gn`ipsus albolineatus, 8'vl6.
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Figure 35. Grapsidae, Mictyridae and Ocypodidae.
1. Metasesamia rousseauxi, 2 and 3. Metopagrapsus t}ontalis, 4. REtchygrflpsus mamioratus, 5. Plagusia
depressit, 6 and 7. Percnon planissimum, 8. Piinisesanna erythrodactyla, 9. Sesatvna sp., 10. Mictyris
bieviductyltis, 11. Sesanna cinereum, 12 -'-18. 0q}pode ceratophthulmus, 19. 0cspode cordinrana, 20.
OcJ{pode cuisor (Scale XO.86)
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1. 0cypode .uiiudichaudii, 2s-4. 0cypode quadrata, 5 and 6. 0cypode sp., 7. Uca arcutita, 8. Ucti
`? chlorophthtilmus, 9. Uctt coarctata, 10. Uba crassipes, 11 and 12. Uca Iactea, 13 and 14. Uca pu.ailator,
I5 & 16. Ubapu.onax, 17. Uba timgeri, 18. Uca tha>teri, 19. Uca voctins, 20. Uca vomeris (Sca[e ×O.86)
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Figure 37. 0cypodidae, crab zoea larva and stylized crustaceans (1)
1-'-4.Ubatetingonon,5---7.UOasp.,8and9.Crabzoea,10"L18.Cancercontrol
                                 - 82 -
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Figure 39. Stylized crustaceans (3).
1N 10. Zodiac constellation, 11 -v 14. Marine products (Scale × O.86)
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. Miscellaneous pictures ofcrustaceans (2)





































  During the period from 1864 to 1917. there were 345 regional postal orgnnizations under Zemstovo (the
name for any ofthe provincial and country le.fi..islatures) in European Russia during the Czarist regime. Their
role was colleclion and delivery of letters between countryside and the nearest city where the itnperial niail
existed. The Zemstovos in Vesijegonsk area between St. Petersburg and Moscow issued 23 kinds ofstamp.
Among them, 9 stamps of the year 1870, 1879 and 1891 having a picture of crayfish are considered as the
world earliest postage stamps depicting crustaceans.
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郵便切手の甲殻類一1870年から1997年まで一
大森　信★1・Lipke．　B，　Hoithuis★2
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（＊1東京水産大学資源育成学科＊2オランダ国立自然史博物館）
　本書は世界で初めて完成した甲殻類切手の動物分類群別ならびに発行国別の総録である。郵便切手
の図柄に甲殻類がはじめて出現したのは帝政ロシア時代（1870年）の地方切手である。以後、今日ま
で世界で1089図の甲殻類切手が発行された。切手の発行数が増加しはじめたのは1960年代からで、今『
日では毎年40～50種が世に出ており、発行国数（地域と国際機関を含む）は202に及ぶ。図柄は十
脚類が大半を占め、水産上重要な種や地域に代表的な種が多い。切手の図柄から種を決めようという
のはきわめて乱暴であるが、著者は世界の第一級の甲殻類の分類学者約30名の全面的協力を得て論議
を重ね、318種（又は属）を同定した。このうち疑問あるいは特記すべき事項のある28図の切手につ
いて本文中で検討している。
（キーワード　郵便切手、甲殻類）
郵便切手類模造等
　許可年月ヨ：平成12年3月30日
　許可番号：郵模第肩26号
一89一
